Congratulations to Anne Fitzpatrick, PhD, RN, who will be inducted as a 2018 Fellow of the American Academy of Nursing. Learn more about this honor [here](#).

The first publications from the lab of junior faculty member, Joshua Chandler, PhD, are now out! Congrats to Dr. Chandler on the first of many articles from your lab! Click to read [here](#) and [here](#).

Claudia Morris, MD was featured in Emory School of Medicine's 2018 Researcher Appreciation Day. She was noted for "changing the physicians' perspective on sickle cell management and challenging previously held standards of care with her data." See full article [here](#).

The CF-AIR weekly events schedule changed! To better accommodate our growing membership at both Emory and Georgia Tech, we moved the twice-monthly CF-TR joint lab meeting to 2nd and 4th Wednesdays at 3 pm. This is right before the CF-AIR Workshop, every week at 4 pm. See the full schedule on the [website](#), including the rapidly filling schedule of speakers. Click [here](#).

If you missed the first CF-TR session on September 12, contact Karen Kennedy (kmurra5@emory.edu) to get the slides from the panel "How to Prepare a CFF Proposal."